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SHORT QUESTIONS

Q2. Explain the following:

i) Properties of Arithmetic Mean
ii) Properties of Variance
iii) Propcrties of'Correlation Coe fl'icient

ir') Index Numbcrs
r') Components of -l-ime Series.

(4 marks each)

SUBJECTIVE

Q3 (a) I rom a random sample of voters in Rawalpindi, Islamabad, voters are classified by

age grouD, as shorvn by the follorvin data.

Age Group I 18-24 42-48

I Frequency ; l7{) 220 260 3s0 330 | 300 320 210 150

Calculate Mean and (leonretric Mean of the above data.

Following table gives the birth rates and death rates per hundred thousand of a few

districts in Punjab. Reprcsent them in a Component bar chart.

llil!-!{e
-330

Death Rate

Multan

250 160

Compute first four Mean
skewness and kurtosis.

moments of thc follo* ing I)ata. Also compute coefficient of ( to)

(06)

10a)(b)

Q4

i)5' (a) The follorving are the results ol' he ight (X) a nd n'eigh t (Y ) of I 2 pcrsons.
(05)

(05)

lx=tao, lr=1700, Ix/= 10e380 I xz _ 4eo6l,Zt'=246100

Estimate a regression line of Y on X from thc above data, Also find the correlation
coefficient between height and rveight.

(b) Calculate the seasonal inclices by ratio to moving average method from the following
data. Also d alize the data for th t944ata. Also deseasonalze the oata ror tne ea

Year Jan Feb I Mar April I May Jun e Julv Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1943 | 6.2
r944 I 3.3

1.8 i 0.9
r.z I o.s

1.4 ' 3.2
2.2 ! r.s

2.3 | Z.Z

2.s i 2.tt

't)
3.2

3.4
4.2

2.1
4.5

2.1
6.1

2.1

2.ui !s-{l-L-:,r r -!.2

240

190

Faisalabad

105-124 145-164

Frequency I 90

185-204165-184125-144
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a) Classes. b) A ft'eQuency polygon. c) Class limits'

4. The cumulative relative frequencl'for a given class is defined to be

a) The proportiotr ol-valttes preceding thc givctr class.

b) 'fhe proportion ttf values up to and including the gii'en class.

c) The proportion ofvalues for tirc given class.

d) The proportion of values below the given class

5. A studcnt has seven statistics books open in front of him, Thc page numbers are as follorvs:

231,423,521,139,347,400,345.'thc median lor this set of numbers is

a) 139. b) 347. c) 346. d) 173.5

6. A cyclist recorded the number of miles per tlay that she cycled for 5 days. The recordings ll'ere as

follows: 13, 10' 12, 10,, and ll.'I'he mean number of miles she c1'cled per day is

a) 13. b) il. c) 10. d) 112

7. An instructor recorded the following quiz scores (out of a possible 10 points) for the 12 students

present: 7, 4, 4,i,2,9,10, 6,7,3,8,5. 'l-he mode for this sct of scores is

a) 9.5. b) 7 c) (r d) ']'

8, Which of the fotlorving is not a mcasure of central tendencl'?

a) Mode b) Variance c) N{edian d) Mean

d) I!'laximum value.

9. The most frequently occurring value in a data set is called the

a) Spread. b) Nlode. c ) Skewrtess.

10. The correlation coefficient provides:

a) a measure olthe extent to which changes in one valiable cause changes in another variable'

b) a lreasure of the strength of the lir.rear association between two categorical variables'

c) a measure of the strength of thc associatior.r (not necessarity linear) be''ween two categorical

variables.

d) a measurc ol'the strength of thc Iincar associalion betwe en t\\'o cluantitative variables'

Roll No.

30 mins.TIME ALLOWED:
MA)L MARIG: 10

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

OBJECTIVE

el. Read the following items carefully and encirclc the correct option listed below at each item'
(One mark./or each)

l. 'I'he section of statistics which involves thc collection.' organization' summa rizing, and presentation

of data relating to some population or sample is

a) Ir.rf'ererrtial statist ic s

b) An exan.rple of a frequency distribution'

2. 'l'hc number of occurrenccs of a data value is called

a) The class limits b)'fhe Iiequency c) Class interval

3. A large collection of data may be condensed by constructing

c) Descriptive statistics.

d) The study ofstatistics.

d) The relative frequencY.

d) A frequency distribution.
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OBJECTIVE

Ql, Rearl the following items carefully and encircle the correct option Iisted bclow at each item'
(One mark.for each)

l. 'I'he section of statistics which involves the collcction, organization, summarizing, and presentation

of data relating to some population or sample is

a) Ir.rl'erential stat istic s.

b) An example of a frequency distribution.

2. Thc number of occurrenccs of a data valuc is called

a) The class limirs b) The liequencl, c) Class interval d) The relative frequency.

3. A large collection of data may be condensed by constructing

a) Classes. b) A frequency polygon. c) Ciass Iimits. d) A fiequency distribution.

4. The cumulative relative frequencl'for a given class is defined to be

a) 'l-he proportiou of valltes preccding thc givcn class.

b) -fhe propoltion of values up to and including thc gi'''en class.

c) The propoltion ofvalues for tire given class.

d) The proportion of values below the giverl class.

5. A studcnt has seven statistics books open in front of hinr. 'I'he page numbers are as follorvs:

231,423,521,139,347,,100,345. Thc median for this set of numbers is

a) i39. b) 347. c) 346. d) 373.5

6, A cyclist rccorded the number of miles per cla1, that she cycled for 5 days. The recordings were as

follows: 13, 10, 12, 10, and l1"I'hc mcan number gf miles she cy'cled per day is

a) 13. b) u. c) i0. d) lll

7. An instructor recorded the following quiz scores (out of a possible l0 points) for the 12 students

present: 7,4,4,7,2,9,10, 6,7,3,8,5, The modc for this sct of scores is

a) 9.5. b)7 r') (i. d) '1.

d) Mean

d) Maximum value.

8. Which of the follon'ing is not a mcasure tlf central tendenct'?

a; i\1ode b) Variancc

a) Spread. b) Nlode.

10. The correlation cotflicient provides:

a) a measure of the extent to which changes in one variable cause changes in another variable.

b) a measure of the str.ength of thc linear association between two categorical variables.

c) a rneasure of the strength of the association (not uecessarily iinear) between two catcgorical

variables.

d) a measure o1'tirc str:ength of thc lineal association between tu'o qttantitative variables'

c) Dcscriptrve stati stics.

d1 lhe study o1'statistics

c) N4edian

9. The most frcquently occurring value in a data set is called the

c ) Skewness.
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Q2.

SHORT QUESTIONS

Explain the following:

Properties of Arithmetic Mean

Properties of Variance
Properties ol' Co rrelation Cocfl'icient

Index Numbers

Components of 'l'ime Serics.

(4 marks each)

SUBJECTIVE

Q3 (a) [-rom a random sample Rawalpindi, Islamabad, voters are classified bY (06)

e groupt as shown b data.

Age Group I 18-24 42-481 48-54
I

Frequency 170 220 r 260
L. - -_

350

Calculate Nlean and Geometric Mcan of thc above data'

Following table gives the birth rates and death rates per hundred thousand of a few

districts in Punjab. Reprcsent them in a Component bar chart'

(0t)

moments of the follo*'ing l)ata. Also compute coefficient of (to)

Atlempl this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

of voters in
thc followin

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
t,)

(b)

Q4 Compute
skewness

first four NIean
and kurtosis.

85-104 105-124 125-t44 145-164 t 65- 181 185-204

Frequency 100 170 100

Q5' (a) The follorving are the results of hcight (X) and weight (Y) of l2 persons.
(05 )

210 I 150

Ilirth Ratc i Dcath Rate

[-ahore

Faisalabad

\*-too, f ,=i700, Ixy= 10e380 I xz _ 4eo68,Zr'-:461100

from the above data' Also find the correlation

alize the d

E,stimate a regression line of
coefficient befn'een height and

(b) Calculate the seasonal indices

YonX
rveight.

by ratio
ta for the

to moving average method
1944

from the following 
(05)

data. A lso deseason eda or e vear
Year Jan I Feb Mar April May Jun e Julv Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

le43 i 6.2 I 1.8

1914 I 3.3 i 1.7

0.9
0.5

1.4
))

3.2
1.5

2.3t2.2 13.2 3.4i2.1
_ ?.s _l 2.! ]]_ ', _!_2_- a.5

2.1
6.1

2.1
2.tl
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Q.1 Encircle the correct answer in the following.

l. A relative frequency distribution includes:
(a) Whole numbers (b) Percentages
(c) Fractions (d) None of these

ll. The value that occurs most often in

TIME ALLOWED: 15 Mints. '.
MAX.MARKS:10

(10x1=10)

(a) Mean
(c) Mode

lll. For normal
(a) 3
(c) Positive number

lV. The consumer price index is basically
(a) A fixed weight index
(c) Both of the above

(a) Both variables are quantitative
(c) One quantitative and other is

q ualitative
Vlll. The standard deviation rs

(a) Two times the variance
(c) Half the variance

lX. The test-statistic used in ANOVA is
(a) Chi-squarestatistic
(c) t-statistic

data the measure of skewness is
(b) Zero
(d) Negative number

(b) A laspeyres index
(d) None ofthe above

(b) Both variables are qualitative
(d) All of above

(b) The square of the variance
(d) The square root of the variance

(b) F-statistic
(d) Z-statistic

uestion Sheet onlv.

Il9!!q g!eirs!9 the correct option. Each MCO carries I Mark This Paoer will be collected
back after exnirr of time limit mentioned above.

a set of data is
(b) Median
(d) Weighted mean

v. lf X and Y are two independent random variables then Var (X - Y) is equal to
(a) Var (X) - Var (Y) (b) Var (X) + Var (Y)
(c) Var (X) + Var (Y) - 2 Cov (X, Y) (d) None of the above

vl' For I * a + bX, which of the following statement is correct for "a"

(a) lt is symmetrical with respect to X (b) lt is independent of origin
and Y

(c) lt is independent of scale (d) None of the above
Vll. Chi-square is used to check the independence of variable when

X. ln case of an open-end frequency distribution
(a) A median cannot be computed (b) The arithmetic mean and the

median will always be exactly
equal

(c) A mean cannot be computed (d) The distribution is always
positively skewed
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Q.2 Define the following:
(i) Discrete variable
(ii) Diagrams
(iii) Arithmetic Mean
(iv) Mean-deviation
(v) Simple Regression
(vi) Simple price index number
(vii) Probabilitydistributionfunction
(viii) Chi-squarevariable
(ix) Two way ANOVA
(x) Median

Q.3 Consider the following frequency distribution of lives in years of car batteries. (0e)

Classes: 15-1.9 20-24 2.5 -2.9 3.0 - 3.4 35-39 4.0-44
No. of batteries: 4 2 o 30 20 11

Q.4
Compute Bowley's Co-efficient of skewness.
A study was made on the amcunt of converted sugar in a certain process at (07)
various temperature. The coded data were as follows:

(10x2=20)

Estimate the linear regression to find amount of sugar produced when the coded
temperature is 1.75.
The following data represent the number of packets of popular brands of (07)
cigarettes (A, B, C, D) sold in a store on five randomly selected days.

Apply ANOVA and draw conclusion.

Q.5

Q.6 Compute the consumer price index number for
2000 as base. Use as weights (i) the quantities
the value in the base

the following data for 2007 with (07)
consumed in the base year, (ii)

T re: 1.0 1.1 1.2 't.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 '1.9

Suqar: 8.1 7.8 8.5 9.8 9.5 8.9 8.6 10.2 9.3 9.2

A 21 35 ao 14 47
B 35 12 27 41 19 23
C 45 60 33 36 31 40
D 32 53 29 40 23

Article Quantity 2000
Price (Rs.) in

2000 2007
Food
Cloth
Electricity
Rent
Miscellaneous

10 maunds
40 meters
100 units
3 rooms
34 units

18.00
2.60
o.25
30.00
0.50

26.50
2.80
0.30

27.50
0.60
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(10)Q1 Encircle the correcl answer in the following.

t. A compound event includes
(a) at least four outcomes

(c) at least two outcomes

(b) one and onlY one outcome

(d) all the outcomes of an experiment

u. Which of the following values cannot be the probability of an event?

lv. lf X and Y are two independent random variables, lhen vo,1x -v1 is equal to

(a) .82
(c) 1.75

lu. The two events A and B are
statements must be true?
(a) P(AnB):0.
(c) P(Au,B) = 0.

(a) rar(x)-var(r)
(c) var(x)+ var(t')'- z cov (^' ,Y)

(a) E(n+ E(n
(c) E(n EU)

(a) p < ,r2

(c) p> 02

(a) p -- 62

(c) lr > oz

(a) n is large and p is small

(c) n is small and p is small

(b) 0
(d) 0.36

mutually exclusive. Which one of the following

(b) P(Ana) = 1

(d) P(AvB) = 1.

(b) ttar(x)+var(r)
(d) None of above

(b) E(n+ Y

(d) None of above

(b) p<o2
(d) None of above

(b) n is small and p is large

(d) n is large and p is large

v. lf X and Y are two random variables, then E(X + Y) is equal to

vt. For a binomial distribution, the mean and variance are related by:
(b) p -- o2

(d) r;p<\o-
Vll. For a Poisson distribution, the mean and variance are related by:

Vttt. A binomial distribution may be approximated by a Poisson distribution when

lx. The middle area underthe normal curve with pt2o is

(a) 0.6821 (b) 1.oooo

(c) 0.es45 (d) 0.s973

x. ln a normal distribution, mean deviation is equal to
(a) 6
(c) 0.6745 o

(b) 0.8 o
(d) 2.0o
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Q 2 Define the following: ) f to = (2Ol

(i) Simple event

(ii) Addition Law

(iii) Probabilitydistributionfunction

(iv) Mathematical expectation

(v) Moment generating function

(vi) Binomial distribution

(vii) Multinomialdistributron

(viii) Cumulativedistributionfunction

(ix) Mean and variance of Hypergeometric distribution

(x) M.G.F. of Normal distribution

Q.3 The probability that an automobile being filted with gasoline will also need an oil (07)
:v 

change is 0.35; the probability that it needs a new oil filter is 0.45; and the

probability that both the oil and filter need changing is 0.15.

(a) if the oil had to be changed, what is the probability that a new oil filter is

needed?

(b) What is the probability that at least one of these need change?

Q.4 Derive the variance of the hypergeometric distribution. (08)

Q.5 Derive upper and lower quartiles and the quartile deviation of the Normal (08)

distribution.

Q.6 lf X is b (x; 20, 0.45) Find P (X = 12). Then find the approximation to this (07)
probability using

(a) the Poisson distribution

(b) the normal distribution

aa o a a a a a a a a a a aa a a aa a a a a a aa
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Part-2 (SUBJECTIVE)
Note: Attempt ALL questions.

Q.3. Write short answers to each of the followings.

i) Sampling is superior than complete enumeration, discuss.

ii) ln population census cluster sampling is preferred over stratified random
sampling, why?

iii) Compare random and srmple random sampling.

iv) Which is more dangerous, sampling error or non-sampling error? Why?

v) What is meant by mean square error of an estimator?

vi) What is the purpose of goodness- of- fit test?

vii) Why is the z-test usually inappropriate as a test statistic when sample size is
small?

viii) What do you mean by p-value?

Q.4. Suppose a population of N =- 9 is stratified into 3 strata with the following
measurements:

Marks

(04)

(02)

(02)

(03)

(02)

(02)

(03)

(02)

(06)

Stratum I I Xr = 1, Xn=2, Xrc=4
Stratum ll I Xt = 6, Xtt= 8

Stratum lll I Xr = 11. Xst = 15. X: = 16. Xa = 19

lf two measurements are drawn from each stratum for the sample, state how
many samples of size 6 could be chosen from this population? List these
samples and compute the mean for each sample

Q.5. Let X, ,X2,X3, and X. bearandomsampleof sizen=4from a N(p,ot).A (06)
statistician wishes to estimale the mean by using either of the following two
estimators of the mean 7r

. _X,+X.+I,-.Yo,.-i_7-__.
X,+2X, +-j.\-., +X,

7

Which estimator should be preferred?

e.6. A sample of readings from a normal population with unknown mean p and (06)
unknown variance o' gave the following data:

A second sample of readings taken from the same population gave
nz =72, LX =1267.2, >.X' =22536. Combine the two samples to give

estimates p and o1, and give the approximate g0% confidence interval for
tt. P.T.O.

(the sample mean, X)

(a weighted mean, X,;

x 17.4 17.5 17.6 17.7 17.8

f 12 16 19 23 10



- e.7. A random sample of size 40 from non- normal population yielded the (06)
Xr='t0.4, Srr =31.40 another random sample of size 50 from second non

normal population yielded V t = 65.3 , Sl = 44.82, test the hypothesis that the
difference between two means is equal to 2.

n R Ten young recruits were put through a strenuous physical training program by ,nAr
the Army. Their weights were recorded before and after the training with the rv-'
following results:

Using a = 0.05.would you say that the program affects the average weight of
recruits? Assume the distribution of weights before and after to be
approximately normal.

Recruit 2 3 4 b 8 I 101 5 7

Weight before 195 160 tt I 201 176 195 139125 140 170

Weight after 201 1s8 184 195 190 190 145136 145 175
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Part-1 (OBJECTIVE)

Note: Attempt ALL questions. Cutting and overwriting is not allowed in MCQs
All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1.

i)

Some possible answers are given for each of the followings, encircle (10x1 )
(or tick) the correct answer.
A Population should be

A) large enough B) Smallenough
C) such that its elements possess similar characteristics D) A&U

A random sample is most suitable when population isii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

Selecting a cricket team from Punjab is a type of ---- sampling

A) homogenous

C) Finite

A) random
C) purposive

A) normal
C) poisson

A) Ztest
C) F{est

A) one- sided
c)A&B
F-distribution is
A) uni-directional
C) unimodal

B)heterogeneous

D) A&C

B) non- random
D) B&C

B)binomial
D) none of the above

B) t test
D) All of the above.

B) two-sided
D) none of the above

B) two tails
D) A&C

Probability distribution of mean for large sample is

vii)

viii)

lnference consists of two parts(testing and estimation)
A) first we test then estimate B) first we estimate then test
C) testing & estimation are done simultaneously D) only estimation is done
ln the comparison of type-l and type-ll errors
A) Type-l error is more dangerous B) Type-ll error is more dangerous
C) both are dangerous D) B&C
Null hypothesis is designed for possible-----
A) acceptance B) rejection
C) both for acceptance and rejection D) none of the above
Equality of more than two means may be tested by

x)

ix) The critical region for composite hypothesis is always -- --
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SUBJECNYE

(10 Marks)

Q. No.4: The following frequency distribution gives the ages of 100 corege students:

Compute Coefficient of Variation (C.V.).
Q. No.5: The data of heights and weights is given below:

(10 Marks)

(10 Marks)

Q'2: write short answers to the foilowing questions: (20 marks)
i) Differentiate between primary Dati and Secondary Data_
ii) Differentiate between parameter and Statistic.
iii) Define Relative dispersion.
iv) Define Tabulation.
v) Define Positive and Negative Correlation.
vi) Define Testing of Hypothesis.
vii) Write down two properties of Arithmatic Mean.
viii) What do you mean by Classification of data.
ix) Describe regression coeffi cient.
x) Define Probability Sampling.

v ""vrr\.,r!\, vvrru pr(l-[,.[. Alf D yy lll(s (30 marks)
Q' No'3: Prepare a frequency t^ur. toitt. rrttowing data taking crasses as lt-20,

190,26t92,88,86,84,82,70,-62,18,.J6,-f6l15t 45,89,45,7g,54,62,42,73,46,24,
19_,17_,5_8-,65, 

43, 15, 54, 
19, i!, 90,41,64,26,ig,44,2g,is,',g1, ea, sq, zi,'lE, gl,

25, 55, 73, 56, 55, 70, 49, 37, 2g, 46, 61, 37, g3', 47', 59, 67, 43', 2;, il, I i. -''

Also draw the Histogram.

BRIEF ANS

Number of students

Height (X)

Weight (Y)

Find Regression Line of X on y a X
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(a) Discretc variable
(c) Attribute

(a) Statistic
(c) Constant

(a) Simple bar chart
(c) Pie chart

(a) 0 to oo

(c) -co to oo

(x) A non-deserving candidate is
(a) Correct decision
(c) Type -I error

OBTECTIW

Q.1: Each Question has four possible answers. Encircle the correct answer.

(i) Number of students in class room is an example of:

RollNo.

TIME ALLOWED: 30 mini.'.,
MAX. MARKS: 10

(b) Qualitativevariable
(d) Continuousvariable

(ii) The mode of the following data 8, 5r8,7,3, 5, 8, 418,9,8,2,4,3, 8 is:

(a) 8

(c) 1
(iii) A numerical quantity calculated from population data is called:

(b) 4

(d) 3

(iv) A branch of statistics by which obtained data is organized and summarized in
order to describe its nature is called as:

(a) Explanatory statistics (b) Descriptive statistics
(c) Inferential statistics (d) None ofthese

(v) Sampling error can be reduced by:
(a) Increasing sample size (b) Decreasing sample size

(c) Fixing the size (d) None

(vi) For a Positively Skewed distributioni
(a) Mean, mode, median are equal (b)Mean, mode, median are not equal
(c) Mean is greater than mode (d)Mean is less than mode

(vii) Weights of students iu Punjab University are best shown by:

(b) Parameter
(d) None ofabove

(b) Histogram
(d) Frequency Polygon

(b) -co to 0
(d) -1to 1

passed in au interview is an example of:
(b) Type -II error
(d) Level of Significance

(viii) Mean and Standard Deviation of -5,-5, -5, -5, '5 is:
(a) -5, -5 (b) 0, -5 (c) -5, 0 (d)5' 5

(ix) The range of Normal Distribution is:

Attempt thh Paper on this Question Sheet only.
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Q1. llead thc lbllowing itcms carclully and cncircle lhc corrccl option listcd below at each itenr.

(One mark.for each)

I Which of the following is not a necessary assumption underlying the use of thc Analysis of
Va liarrcc tcrhrr irluc'l

a) 'lhe samples are independcnt and randornly sclected.

b) The populations are normally distributed.
c) Ihc variances ol the popLrlations ale the sarne.

d) fhc mcans of the populations atc equal.

. 2. Which ot thc f'ollorving is NOT COI{I{.ECT ahout a rantlomizcd complotc block cxpcrinrcnt?
a) Iivery lrcalnrent n.rLrst appcar al Icasl oncc in evcry block.
b) llLociing is usccl tr-. rcurovc tirc clli'cts ol anotiro l;lct()r (not ol intclcst) lronl the

comparison ollcvcls ol lhc plirtralt, lztctor.

c) 'lhe ANOVA table \.r.ill have another line in it for the contribution to the variability from

blocks.
d) Bloc<s should contain experimcnral units that are as different as possible from each other.

Whlrt is the purl)osc of a multiple rcgression?
a) To p:edict scores ol'1 an independent yariable honr scoles on a single dependent variable

b) 1-o predict scores on a dependent variable fionr scores on multiple independent variables

c) To p:edict scores on an independent variable tiom scores on multiple dependent variables

d) 'lo predict scores on a dcpenclent variable frorrl scores on a single independeut variable.

Which of the follorving points arc not true whcn conducting a multiple regression?
:r) Multiplc rcglcssion cin hc rrserl 1o assess clLradratic lelationsltips
b) Data nrust be honrogencous ibr a multiple legressiorl
c) Multiple leglession can be used to arssess Iineal relationships
ti) Daia nrust be normally distlibutcd fbl nrultiple legtessiou.

What alc rcsitluals'l
a) ResiCuals are the diftbrences between the observed and expecled dependent variable scores

b) Uncontrolledvariables
c) Left over scores
d) Contidence iutervals.

6. The F-Ratio in a complctcly ranclomizcd ANOVA is:

a) MSI]MSE
b) MSE/MS'n{
c) MSE/MST
d) MS'irr/MSr.

7. Au ANOVA pr0ccdurc is applictl to tlalir ohtainerl li'orn 5 sanrgrlcs, tvhtrt citch sanrple

conlirins 9 observations.'l'lrc tlcgrccs rtf fr-tctlom Ior thc crilical valuc of l'irrc:
a) 5 runrcrator and 9 denominator dcgrces ol'liccdour
b) 4 nunlerator and 8 denominatol degrees of lieedom
c) 45 degrces of liccclom

3.

4.

5.

d) .l lrunrclalor and 40 denominiltol Ccgrccs ol

8. tn thc A'NOVA, trc:ltnrcut rclcl's (u.

a) cxpetimctrr.al ttuits

b) c) diflcrent levcls ol a lac(oI
c) a lactor
d1 d) None of tl.resc

9. \{rrltiplc comJtarisons tt)sls :tro:rpplicahle rvhcn:

a) Null llypotncsls ai)oLlt celuaiity ol nreans is lejcoted

Ui Nutt Hypotit"sis about equality of means is acccpted

"j Do", nJ depe.,d upon th; rejection or acceptance of Null Hypothesis

d) Nore of thcsc

10. Thc clficicncl' of trrr.r cxpcrimcntal tlcsigns can simpll' bc mcasurctl through " "' ttf crror

varianccs.
a) Addition
b) S ubtractit>rl
c) Multiplrcation
ci) l{aLirr

- 
ll ccdo:lr
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Q2. Differentiate befvveen the lbllowing terms:

Answer Sheet provided.

(4 ntark.s each )

Q3.

i) Regression and Collelation
ii) One-rva,v classificatior-r ancl'l'rvo-wav Ciassilrcation
iii) Cornpletely Randornized Design and Cornplctely I{andomized Block Design
ir) Iv{ean Prediction Inierval ilstimates and inclividual Prediction Interval Estimates
r,) MLritiple Conelation Coelficient and Partiai Correlation Coefllcient.

SUBJECTIVE

Three sections of the sarne statistics cout.se are taught by three teachers. The final

grades given by the three teachers (independently) n.ere recorded as follorvs:
'I'eacher A 75 91 84 45 82
-l'cach cr B 59 83 99 77 65

Teacher C I 66 '17 51 90 73-lest 
the hypothesis that the average grades given by the three teachers are same.

Q4. [s thc typc ofbevcrage ordcrcd with lunch at a restaurant indcpcndenl ol the age of

the customer? A ranclom potl of 5S lunch customers is takcn, resulting in thc

follolirg contingency tablc of obsbrved values. Use cr = .01 to determine rvhether the

two variables are indepenclent.

Preferred 13elslsg!
coir'.?i'.ii-l soft D.* kl-oth.. rillilk;i;

Age
i_1_31_
35.5s

> 5:)

8 t4 9

J 4 )
6 4

Fivc varietics o1'Ilicc arc conrpare(l in Iivc randomizetl complctc blocks. 'l'hc SS for (()6)

'l'otal, Blocks and Varieties are 2ti2.30, 26.96, and 1S5.44 respectivt'ly,

i) Test thc significancc of differencc bctween varietal means

ii) comparc thc efficiency ol this design with the design in u,hich blocks are

ignored.

'J6. Given that:
Xr 3 5 6 8rl2 14
X2 16 10 7 413 )
Xr 90 't2 54 -4t"f 30 L2

(12)

i) Determinc Yn, l'11"3qana R1.23

ii) Test each one of thesc correlation coefficients fbr a significance :'rt 57o level.

(o6t

(06)

Qs.
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Q.1

l. The number of occurrences of a data value is called
(a) Frequency (b) Cumulative frequency
(c) Relative frequency (d) All of above

(1xl0=r0)

Please encircle the correct ootion. Each MCO carries I Marlc This Paper will be collected
back after exnirv of time limit mentioned above.

The value that occurs most often in
(a) Mean
(c) ceometric mean

The standard deviation is
(a) The square ofthe variance
(c) Half the variance

lv. The probability of an event is always
(a) Greater tha n zero
(c) Less tha n 1

Two mutually exclusive events:
(a) Always occur together
(c) Can sometimes occur together

A discreie probability distribution
(a) A table
(c) A graph

For a binomial distribution
(a) Mean < Variance
(c) Mean = Variance

a set of data is called
(b) Mode
(d) Harmonic mean

il.

ilt.

vt.

tx.

X.

(b)
(d)

(b)
(d)

Two times the standard deviation

The square root of the variance

(b) ln the range zero to 1
(d) Greater than 1

(b) Cannot occur together
(d) Can never occur together

may be represented by
(b) A mathematical function
(d) All of above

Mean > Variance
Mean > Sta nda rd deviation

vlll. A binomial distribution may be approximated by a Poisson dislribution when
(a) n is large and P is small (b) n is small and P is large

(c) n is small and P is small (d) n is large and P is large

The area under normal
(a) 68.27%
(c) 99.13%

ln a normal distribution,
(a) 0.6745 o
(c) o

curve between p-o an<l p t ois
(b) s5 4s%
(d) 7oo%

mean deviation is equal to
(b) 0.8 o
(d) 2.o o

uestion Sheet onlv.
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Define the following:

(i) Descriptive statistics

(ii) Gamma Distrrbution

(iii) Regression

(iv) Correlation

(v) Conditional Probability

(vi) Addition law of Probabitity

(vii) Random Variable

(viii) Moment Ratios

(ix) Histogram

(x) Bayes theorem

Q.3 The following is the frequency distribution of neck circumferences of college (06)
students (X)

x: 4a E '13.0 13.5 14.5 15.0 15.5 16,0
No. of students: 08 19 30 63 66 29 18 04

Compute Co-efficient of variation.

Q.4 ln a certain coltege, 4olo of the men and 1% of the women are taller than 6 feet. (06)
Furthermore, 60% of the students are women. Now if a student is selected at
random and is taller than 6 feet, what is the probability that the student is a
woman?

Q.5 suppose that the death rate from Malaria is 2oYo find the probability that the (0s)
number of deaths in a particular village is equal to 6 out of next 20 deaths.

(i) Using Binomial distribution

(ii) Using Poisson distribution

(iii) Using Normal distribution

Q.6 The data given below representthe heights (X) and the weights (Y) of different (10)
men.

X: 60 62 65 70 72 68 74
Y: 130 135 158 170 18s 160 190

Find the linear regression and predict the
Also compute correlation Co-efficient.

weight of a man whose height is 73.

(4x5=20)
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To perform a Run test tbr randomness, the data must be:
(a) Qualitative
(c) Divided into at least two categories

a)6

ln a Chi-square distribution no expected frequency should be:

II. lfthe critical region is located on one side gfthe sampling distribution oftest-statistic, the

test is called:
(a) One tailed (b) Two tailed

Level of significance a lies between:
(a) -l and +1 (b) 0 and I

(c) both (a) & (b) (d) none ofthese

(c) 0 and n (d) -oo to +.o

IV. 'Ihe Mann-Whitney U test is preferred to a t-test when

a) Data are paired b) Sample sizes are stnall

c) The assurnption of normality is not met d) Samples are dependent '

V. What is maximum number of runs possible iu a sequence of length 7 using fwo symbols?

b)4 c)3 d)7

(b) Quantitative
(d) Divided into exactly two categories

(c) Equal to 5 (d) Both (a) and (b)

(c) Ranks

b) -.o<F'2 <0

d) None of these

(d) Categories

III.

VI. A hypothesis that specifies all the values ofparameter is called:

a) Simple hypothesis b) Composite hypothesis

c) Statistical hypothesis d) None ofthe above

vil.

VIII.

a) More than 5 (b) Less than 5

Which of the following is not true of parametric statistics?

a) They are inferential tests

b) They assurne certain characteristics ofpopulation parameters

c) They assume normality of the population
d) They are distribution-free

The formula fbr Kruskal Wallis test is based uponIX.

X.

(a) Means (b) Deviations

The range ofF variable is

a)0<F2<+rc
c) -oo < F2 < +"o
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SUBJECTIVE TYPE

Q1. Write short answers on the following questions

a) What are non-parametric alternative of the ANOVA, when samples are dependent?

b) What is the Power of the test.

c) Explain brietly, with example, what do you understand by goodness of fit test.

d) Outline the procedure of the sign test

e) State the important application of 72 distribution.

(4+4+4+4+4)

The government awarded grants to nine dif'ferent experimental stations of the agricultwal
department to test the yield capabilities of two varieties of wheat. Five acres of each variety are

planted each station and the yield, in kilograms per acre recorded as follows:

Station I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Variety I 900 700 850 950 1025 750 875 790 900
Variety 2 1050 750 790 900 I 150 800 825 825 1000

Test the hypothesis at o = 0.05, that the average yields of the two varieties of wheat are equal
against the alternative hypothesis that they are unequal, assuming the distribution of yields to
be approximately normal. (10)

with concerning their fruit-producing abilities,
,btained:

Q3. Two varieties of tomato were experimented
eas n o were o
Location 12345678910
Variety A 3.03, 3.10, 2.3s, 3.86, 3.9't, 1.72, 2.65, 2.30, 2.70, 3.60
Variety B 2.28, 3.68, 2.17 , 3.56, 3.73, 1.85, 1.48, 1.86, ?.76, 2.68

Q4.

Apply (i) the sign test, (ii) the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at the 0.05 level of significance, to test
the hypothesis that there is no difference in fruit-producing abilities of the two varieties.

(10)

The various sums for two sets of data, each of 4 observations are as follows:
Set: IX IY ZXY ZX2 Ly2
A
B

76 18 349
179 59 557

837
15 47

Find the estimates of p, and Fz, lhe regression coefficients of two linear regression lines.

Construct the 95% confidence interval tor B,- p, and test the hypothesis that p, - p,

against H,: p,+ p, allhe 0.05 level of significance.
(10)

i)

ii)
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OBJECTIVE TYPE

Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One markfor each)

i) The tr'-Ratio in a completely randomized ANOVA is:
a) MST/\4SE b) MSEA4STR c) MSEAvIST d) MSTR/MSE

ii) An ANOVA procedure is applied to data obtained from 5 samples, where each sample
contains 9 observations. The degrees offreedom for the critical value ofF are:

a) 5 numerator and 9 denominator degrees of freedom
b) 4 numerator and 8 denominator degrees offreedom
c) 45 degrees offreedom
d) 4 numerator and 40 denominator degrees offreedom

iii) In the ANOVA, treatment refers to.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB 
..

Fifth Semester 2018
Examination: B.S. 4 Years Programme

iv)

a) experimental units

b) a factor

a) Normality and Independence

b) Both (a) and (b)

c) different levels of a factor

d) None of these

The assumptions under analysis of variance consist of:

v) The following design provides the maximum number of degrees of freedom for error sum

of squares:

a) Completely Randomized Design

b) Latin Square Design

yi) Multiple comparisons tests are applicable when:
a) Null Hypothesis about equality of means is rejected

b) Null Hypothesis about equality of means is accepted

c) Does not depend upon the rejection or acceptance ofNull Hypothesis

d) None of these

vii) One can estimate the missing observation through covariance technique by simply
changing the sign of....

a) b b)r c) Correction Factor d) None of these

viii) The efficiency of two experimental designs can simply be measured through ..... of error
varlances.

a) Addition

c) Linearity and Additivity
d) None of these

c) Completely Randomized Block Design

d) None of these

c) Multiplication d) Ratio

ix) Two Latin squares are ............ if each letter of one square design occurs exactly
once with every letter of the other square when they are superimposed.

a) Orthogonal b) Factorial Designs c) Efficient

b) Subtraction

x) A contrast is ...,combination of treatments.
a) Linear b) Exponential c) Quadratic

d) None of these

d) None of these
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SHORT QUESTIONS

Q2. Differentiate between the following terms:

i) Random Effects and Mixed Effects

ii) Contrast and Orthogonal Contrasts

iii) Completely Randomized and C'ompletely Randomized Block Designs

iv) Replication and Repetition

v) Latin Square and Graeco Latin Square Designs.

(4 marks each)

SUBJECTIVE

Q3. a) For a RCB experiment

Y, -- lt+ qi+ Pj+ €u i =1,2,..-,r
j:1'2'"''k

Let p,a, and B, are least square estimates of

Develop expected Mean Squares indicating the assumptions.

b) An agriculturist approaches you with five varieties of a crop to be compared for their yields in five

replicates on a piece of land which varies in fertility from South to North and in water level from

East to West. Suggest a suitable layout plan with proper randomization. (6+4)

Q4. a) Seven treatments ananged in six randomized complete blocks gave the following sum of squares

and products

s.o.v. YY XY xx
Blocks 1200 600 200

Treatments 800 300 100

Error 1400 700 600

p,a, and B, respectivelY.

for Total,

(6+4)

i) Is the regression of Y on X significance at 50% level.

iD Construct ANOVA and write t}re inference.

b) Five varieties of Rice are compared in five randomized complete blocks. The SS

Blocks and Varieties are 282.30, 26.96., and 155.44 respectively.

(i) 'Iest the significance of difference between varietal means

(ii) Compare the efficiency of this design with the design in which blocks are ignored.

Q5. Derive formula for estimating two missing observations in a LS Design when values are missing

in different rows, different columns and different treatments. (10)
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Q. No. l: Encircle the coriect option.

1. If -------------- sampling is done, each item in the population has a chance ofbeing chosen.

2. What sample statistic is used to estimate a population parameter?

A. Non-probability
C. Probability

A. Point estimate
C. Bias

A. Systematic Sampling
C. Simpte Random Sarnpling

A. Less than once
C. Once

B. Convenience
D. None ofabove

B. Sampling enor
D. Non-sampling error

3. The type of sampling technique where each person in the sampling frame has an equal chance
of being selected is best described as ---------------

4. To determine the proportion of students at a university who favor the hiring of a new dean,
every tenth student is surveyed. What type of sampling is this?

B. Stratified Random Sampling
D. None of the above

B. More than once
D. Difficult to tell

A. Random
C. Stratified

A. Sample B. Population
C. Statistic D. Element

ln sampling lvith replacemen! an element can be chosen:

B. Cluster
D. Systematic

is a set of elements taken from a larger population according to certain rules.5.

6.

8.

7. People who are available, volunteer, or can be easily recruited are used in the sampling method
called _.

A. Simple Random Sampling
C. Stratified Random Sampling

Which ofthe following will give a rnore "accurate" representation of the population from which
a sample has been taken?
A. A large sample based on the convenience sampling technique
B. A small sample based on simple random sampling
C. A large sample based on simple random sampling
D. A small cluster sample
Probability distribution of a statistic is called:

A. Sampling unit B. population unit
C. Sampling distribution D. Sarnpling

10. The diflerence between a statistic and the parameter is catled:

B. Cluster Sampling
D. Convenience Sampling

B. Error
D. Sampling error

9.

A. Standard error
C. Bias
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SUBJECTIVE

AttemPt all qucstions.

Q. No. 2. Write a short note on the tbllowing:
i. Sources ol non-samPling errors

* ii. lnverse SamPlirrg
iii. Advantages of systematic sampling
iv. Optimum Atlocation in Stratified Randorn Sampling

Q. No. 3. For simple random sampling, show that the sample mean ! is an unbiased

estimator of the population rnean 7 and variance of sample tnean is given by

rN - 1\.2
v(y) = (. ,, l-

Use Cornfield approach to prove this.

Q' No' 4' Compare the values obtained for V (prs) under proportional allocation and

optimum allocation for fixed sample size in the following two populations.

Each stratum is of equal size. The f.p.c may be ignored'

..aaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaa
aa
aa

(5 each)

(07)

Population I Population 2

(07)

I
2

3

0.1 1

0.5 2
0.9 3

0.01

0.05
0.10

Q. No.5.

Q. No.6,

What general result is iltustrated by these two populations?

Given the results of a stratified random sample, an unbiased estimator of

7ro, which is the variance of the mean of a SRS from the same population is;

N --L,:i &i nz. - y!, + vy,,)v."" = @--lltN {:r"o Lroi
where ur", is the usual unbiased estimator of 7y,, i'e' E(utrr) = Vy,,

Show that the variance of the mcan of the systematic sample is

v(y,,) =(T)# [1 + (n - 1)p*]

where p., is the correlation coefrcient between pairs of units that are in the

same systematic sample.

(0e)

(07)

Stratum P, Stratum P
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OBJECTIVE TYPE

Tick the correct answer for the following multiple choice questions.

If X is number of trials for negative binomial distribution with parameters p and k
then its minimum value is :

a.0
b.k
c. k+l
d. k-l

II. For a given binomial distribution with n fixed if p_0.5 then?
a. Poisson distribution will provide a bad approximation
b. Poisson distribution will provide a good approximation
c. Binomial distribution will be skewed left
d. Binomial distribution will be skewed right

III. A fair coin is tossed 100 times, the expected number of heads are :

a. 100

b. 50

c. 15

d. None of these

Which of the following is a characteristic of the probability distribution for any
random variable?
A probability is provided for every possible value
The sum of all probabilities is one

No given probability occurs more than once
Both (a) and (b)
A binomial distribution may be approximated by a Poisson distribution if:

a. n is small and p is small
b. n is large and p is large
c. n is small and p is large
d. none ofthese

VI. If a letter is chosen at random from the l0 letters of the word STATISTICS, what is
probability that it is a vowel?

IV.

a.

b.

c.

d.

a. 0.20

b. 0.23

c. 0.30

d. 0.40 P.T.O.



VII. A and B are two independent events. The probability of A is l/4 and B is l/3. The
neither probability of A nor B is

a. 5/12

b. l/3
c. 3/4

d. | 1/12

vlIL The number of ways to select to persons from 6, ignoring order of selection;
a. 64

b. l5
c. 36

IX. A cricket team captain wins the toss for three consecutive matches. What is the
probability that he will call conectly for the fourth march?

a. 1116

b. v4
c. 118

d. U2

X. Which of the following statement is not true?
a. Mutually exclusive events are statistically dependent
b. Complementary events have probabilities that sum to one?
c. Opposite events ate statistical independent.
d' An experiment's elementary events are collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive
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Q.2 Write short answer on the following questions. (20)

a) What are the differences between a priori probability and empirical probability?
b) If P(,4) -- 0.7, P(B) = 0.6, and events A and B are independent, find p(,4 and. B)
c) What is the diflerence between mutually exclusive events and collectively exhaustive

events?

d) A coin is known to be unbalanced in such a way that heads only comes up 0.4 of the
time.

(i) What is the probability that first head appears on 4th toss?
(ii) How many toss would it take, on average, to flip two heads?

e) What are the first four properties that must be present in order to use the negative
binomial distribution?

Q.3.a) A sample of 500 respondents was selected in a large metropolitan area to study
consumer behavior. Among the question asked was" Do you enjoy shopping for
clothing?" of 240 males, 136 answered yes. of 260 females,224 answered yesl

What is the probability that a respondent chosen at random
a) enjoys shopping for clothing?
b) is a female and enjoys shopping for clothing?
c) is a female or enjoy shopping for clothing?
d) is a male or a female?

b) The probability that a person chosen has a certain disease is 0,03. Medical diagnostic
tests are available to determine whether the person actually has the disease. If the
disease is actually present, the probability that the medical diagnostic test will give a
positive result is 0.90. If the disease is not actually present, the probability of a
positive test result is 0,02. Suppose that the medical diagnostic test has given a
positive result. What is the probability that the disease is actually present? What is the
probability ofa positive test result? (10)

Q.4 compute the mean, variance, coefiicient of skewness and kurtosis of geometric
distribution. (10)

Q.5.a) Derive the Poisson distribution as the limiting form of the binomial distribution,
stating clearly the assumptions you make.

b) Three people each toss a coin and the odd man pays for the coffee. Ifthe coins all show
heads or all show tails, they are tossed again. What is the probability that a decision is
reached in five tosses or fewer?

(10)
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Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One markJbr each)

i. In SPSS, what is the'Data Viewer'?
a) A table summarizing tire frequencies of data for one variable.
b) A spreadsheet inlo which dara cau be cntered.
c) A dialog box that allows you to ciroose a statistical test
d) screen in which variables can be defined and labelled.

ii. How is a variable name different from a variable label?
a) It is shorter and less detailed.
b) It is abstract and unspecific.

a) Frequencies: Percentages.

b) Bivariate: Pearson.

vi. -fhere are basic windon.s in SPSS.
a) I b)2 c)3

vii. In spss we can use . . . . . ... types of variables.
a) 4 b)6 c)7

viii. ........ menu allows you to
quit SPSS.

a) Data b) Fite

c) It is longer and more detailed
d) It refers to codes rather than variabies.

c) Crosstabs: Statistics.

d) Gender: Femaie.

iii' what does the operation 'Recode lnto Differenl variables' do to the data?
a) Replaces missing data with some randonr scores.

b) Reverses the position ofthe independenl and dependent variable on a graph.
c) Redistlibutes a range oIvalues into a new set ofcategories and creates a new variable.
d) Represents the data in the tbnn of a pie chart.

iv. How would you use the drop-dorvn menus in sPSS to generate a frequency table?
a) Open the Output Viewer and click: Save As --- Pie Chart
b) Click on: Analyze -' Descriptive Statistics --- Frequencies.
c) Click on: Graphs * !-requencies *-' Pearson.
d) Open the Variable Viewer and recode the value labels.

v. In which sub-diatog box can the Chi Square test be found?

d)4

d)8

tx.

open, print, and save data files and results, to close files and to

c) Analyze

The SPSS data editor provides ..... number of spread sheets.
a) 2 b)3 c)4

'fhe recode command is available in SpSS under ..,,menu bar.
a) File b) Analyze c) Transform

d) Transform

d) None of the above

d) Data
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Q2.

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.
SUBJECTIYE TYPE

SHORT QUESTIONS
Define the following:

Scaies of Measurement and their Types
Rules of defining a variable name in SPSS

Components of a Computer
Types of Windows in SPSS

(5 marks each)

SUBJECTIVE

Note: You are required to justify your answers in this section by stating hypothesis, statistics, reference of
graphs etc. on your answer sheet.

Q3. a) The following are some output generaterl through SPSS tiorn a data set containing 56

Normal O-0 Plot ofVAR00001

E

z

df Siq. (2-tailed)

95% Confidence
lnterval of

the Difference
Lower Upper

vAR00001

-2.480 55 016 - 5279 -.0560

Use the above output and answer the following questions.

i) Does the data used in analysis follow.s a normal distribution?
ii) Can we say that the data is randomly distributed?
iii) Does the data significantly differing from 7.0?

observations.

Mean

95%Confidence LonerBound
Inlerval for Mean

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed lvean
Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minim um

lvlaximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Ku rtosis

6.7080 i .11773

6.4721

6 9440

6.760'1

6 6350

.776

.88102

4.12

826
4.14

.99

-.901

1 .710

Kolmoqorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df sis. Staiistic df Siq.
vAR00001

170 56 .000 905 56 .000

vAR00001
Chi-Square

df
Asymp Sig.

14.000
20

1000

vAR00001
Test Value(a)

Cases < Test Value

Cases >= Test Value

Total Cases

Number of Runs

Z

Asymp. Sig. (2{ailed)

6.64

28

28

56

21

-2.158

.031

Page I of 4
(2+2+2)
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,rts' b) Three sections of the same elemelltary mathematics course

The final grades were recorded and the following outputis

i)

ii)
iii)
i")

are taught by three

generated through

teachers A, B and C.

SPSS:

Levene
Statistic dt1 dfz Siq.

1.956 2 42 154

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

142.178
'1 3728.133

13870.31 1

2

42

44

71.089

326.860

.217 .805

i) Test the Homogeniety of Grades among three Teachers'

ii) can we conclude that there is no significant difference among the Grades

Teachers?

Q4.a) Sixtycandidatesforscientificpostsgaveparticularsoftheiruniversitydegreesandtheir
The degrees were in mathematics, statistics or economics, and the hobbies could be

roughly as rnusic, craftswork, reading or drama. The following output is generated

recorded data using SPSS:

of three

(2+2)

hobbies.

classified

from the

gVbtq-c-t-

rvriinGmiricJ Si.t,.ti"s--SgI"rG--i Tot"l

Hobbies iMusic Count

I txpected count
I

I % within Hobbies

I ot" within Subject
I % ot T otr,

T3l
351 .rl 3.31

5oo%| 2Oo%I 3OO%

23 Bo/o ', i].S% | 15.O%

8.3% 3-3Yo s.OYo

10

10.0

100.0%

16.7Yo

16.7o/o

Craftswo* Count

Expected Count

% within Hobbies

' % within Subject

% of Total

6. 8, 7 21

741 6.7 7oi 21.0

28.60/ot. 3B.t% | 33.3% I 100.0%
tt

28.6%  2.1Y" | 35.00/o | 35 0%

100% 13.3% I 11.7o/oi 35.0o/o

Book Reading Count

Expected Count
o/o within Hobbies

% within Subject
o/o of Total

4 6 5 15

5.3 48 50 15.0

2670h| 40.ooa" 33.3%r 100.0%

ls ook 31 .6% I zs.o"/. | 2S.OY'

6t% 1o.o% i 8.3% I 25.0%

Drama Count

Expected Counl

% within Hobbies

% within Subiect

% of Total

.----=1---T
6' 31 5l

I4.9 44t 47'',

42.9Yo t 21 .4oh 35 7%

28.6%; 15.8% , 250%ll

1O.O%i 5.0%; 83%)

14

14.0

100.0%

23.3%

23.3%

Total I Count

I ExPected Count
I

I 
x witnin Hobbies

| % within Subject

I % of rotal

21 t. 1eI 20

2j.O' 19.0 I 20.0

35.0% 31 7Yo t 33'3%
rl

100,0%' 100.0% I 100.0%

35 o% i s1 7% I 33.3%

60

60.0

100.00/o

100 0%

100.0%

Value Aoprox. Sig.

Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient

N of Valid Cases

.218

60

i .810

What is the percentage of statistics students having craftswork as a hobby from all

statisticians?

What percentage of Math studenls like book reading from all students iike book reading?

What is the residual value of Economics students with Drama as a hobby?

Can we conclude that selection ofhobbies does not depend upon the subject?
(1+l+1+3)

Grades

Chi-Square

df

Asymp. Sig.

.601

2

.740

a Kruskal Wallis Test

Page? of 4
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p) A study was conducted to examine the effect of blood group on individual's weight. Two
groups of individuals with +ve and -ve blood group were selected randornly from a large
popLrlation and their weights (kg) were recorded. Some output generated from the recorded
data is given below:

Group N Mean
Std Error

Std. Devration Mean
Weight +ve

-ve
20

20

37.3000

39.9000

8 44861

12.11306

1 .889'17

2.70856

a Based on negative ranks.
b Wrlcoxon Signed Ranks Test

Pairsd Ditrerences

ct Sic. iz-lailed)U€an Sd- De,riation
Sk . Enor

lYlean

95% Confdence
lnlerval ol ihe

Drfference

Lower i Upoer
Pairl Weight-Group -2.60000 1d.53634 I 3.25043 -9 4032? | 4.20322 -.800 19

i) Test the trlomogeniety of Varizutce befween the two blood groups.
ii) Can we conclude that there is no significant diflerence in the average weight between *ve

blood group and -ve blood group persons? (2+2)

Q5. An investigator believes that individual's age (X1), income (X2) and savings (X3) are the major
factors of insurance policies purchase (\]. The following output is generated from the recorded
data using SPSS:

I

i

Y X3x1
Y Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

X1 Pearson Correlation

Sls. (2{ailed)

N

X2 Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

X3 Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2{ailed)

N

1

27

.89

000

27

906

000

27

925

000

27

8e2 I .e06 
I

ooo i .ooo I

271 27.
I

1 , 990'
000 '

988 993

000 000

27. 27

990

oo0 i

27:

27',
I

'l
27

925
000

27

988

000

27

9S3

000

27
,l

Lglena s Tesllor
EQU3lrt, alYariances l-tesl lor Eoual,tl ol hlgans

F dl Sio i2-t3rledi
l{e Bn

Diflerence
Slo E[or
Diilerence

950/6 Confidencs
lnlerval oltrle

Dillerence

Lo'Ae r upper
tvet0hl Eouslvananc€s

assum€d

EQU3I€nances
nol3ssumed

3.246 080

- 787

3B

33 943

436 -2.60000

-2 60000

3.30231

3.30231

-9.28518

-9.31 148

,6.08518

4.11 148

Weiqht
Mann-Whitney U

Wilcoxon W

Z

Asymp. Sig. (2{ailed)

Exact Sig. [2'(1{ailed Sig.)]

180.000

390.000

-.542

588

602(a)

Group -
Weiqht

L

Asymp. Sig (2-tailed)
-.691(a)

.490

Page 3 of 4



Control
Variables xt
X2&X3 Y Correlation

Signifi cance (2-tailed)

df

X1 Correlalion

Signilicance (2{ailed)

df

1.000

0

-.313

.128

23

-.313

.128

23

1 000

0

Control
Variables' x3

X2&X1 Y Correlation

Significance
(2-tailed)
df

X3 Correlation

Significance
(2-tailed)
df

1.000

0

557

.004

23

.552

.004

23

1000

0

Model R

Adjusted R I Std. Error of

R Square , Square l--!hel!!!4g!9 Durbin-Watson

936(a) .877 .861 15.51364 .763

Model
Sum of

Squares df Mean Square F Siq.

1 Regrdssion

Residual

Total

39349. 189

5535.477

44884.667

3 131 16.396

23 ,j 240.673

26i

s4 499 000(a)

a
b

Predictors: (Constant), X3, Xl, X2
Dependent Variable: Y

Predictors: (Constant), X3, X1, X2
Dependent Variable, Y

Coeff icients(a)

Is the correlation between Income and Policies Purchase significant?

Is the correlation between savings and Policies Purchase significant when age and income is

controlied?
FitaregressionmodelY:b9.i.b1X1+b2x2+b]x3+eandintelplettheresults.Alsotestthe
significince ofthe regression coefficients and the intercept term'

tJst ttre significance of the regression model given in (iii)' (2+2+4+2)

Page 4 of 4

a
b

i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

Model Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients Siq.

Collinearitv Statistics
Tolerance VIF

1 (Constant)

x1

x2
x3

387.370
-4.496

-1.211

38.664

44.192

2.849

3.096

12.179

ffiooo
-.859i -1.578t j28

. -.2:64 
i -.391 : .699

, 2 09!_ ___ Jjrg__

018

o12
013

55.259

85.076

76.687

a Dependent Variable: Y
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Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

Qs.

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

SHORT QUESTIONS
Define the following:

i. Factorial Design

ii. Confounding

iii. Youden Square Design
iv. Incomplete Block Design

SUBJECTIVE

Suppose a study is performed to determine the effect of 3 factors (A,
batch of raw material is only large enough to test only 4 treatmert
replicate of 23 design must be run in 2 blocks. Two replicates are run
replicate-l and AB confounded in replicate-Il. 'Ihe data is as follows:

(5x4=20)

B, C). Suppose that each

combinations. Thus, each

with ABC confounded in
(08)

(1)= -3 a:0 i

ab:2
ac: 2
bct 1 abc=6

Analyze the experiment.

Consider the 25 design in four blocks of eight run each with ACDE
effects chosen to be confounded with blocks. Generate the design.

confounded with blocks.

Complete and analyze the following ANOVA table:

and BCE as independent

Find the other eflects
(06)

(08)

Q6. Consider the following panially balanced incomplete block design (08)

Blocks 'freatment Combinarions
I 1 2 J

2 J 4 5

3 2 5 6

4 1 2 4

5 3 4 6

6 I 5 6
Verify the fol'lowing relationships among the parameters

P|+ Plz=n,
nrPlz = nzPl,

P),+ P\,= n,

nrPl, = nzPl,

Pl,+Plr=n,-1
n/.,+ n,4 = r11s

P\,+pL=n,-l
nt+n2=a-l

1)

ABC Confounded
I Block 1 Block 2

AB Confounded

s.o.v d.f SS MS F-Ratio
Varieties (V) 2 0.1781

Blocks 4.1499
Error (a) 10 r.3622 i

Dates (D) t.9625
vxD 0.2105 0.0351

Error (b) ' 1.2583
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Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(txt(Ft0)

i) A ..., Experimeut is concerned with examining simultaneously a number of basic
freatments or factors, each of which take a number of possible forms or levels:

a) Factorial b) Youden Square c) Latin Square d) None of these

iD In a random effect model under factorial design with 'n' observations and 'a' levels of
factor A and 'b' levels of factor B, then E(MSA)= :

a) o'+nolo+bnol b) o2 + nolo+ano) c) o2 +no)o d) o'

iii) In a random effect model under factorial design with 'n' observations and 'a' levels of
factor A and 'b' levels of factor B, then E(MSB)= ;

a) o2 +no|r+bnol b) o2 +nolo+ano) c) o2 +nolu d) o'

n' observations and 'a' levels ofIn a random effect model under factorial desigu with '
factor A and 'b' levels of factor B, then ECMSAB)= :

a) o2 +nolr+bno) b) o2 + nolo + ano', c) o' + no2,,

iv)

TIME ALLOWED: 15 Mints.
MAX MARKS: IO

..Roll No.

\\

d) o'

ta' Ievels of

d) o'

v) In a random effect model under factorial design with ,n, observations and
factor A and 'b' levels of factor B, then E(MSE)= :

a) o2 +nolr+bnof, b) o2 + nolo + ano) c) o2 +no|,

vi) In a design of four factors confounded in 8-blocks, the number of interactions confounded
with blocks are:

a)2 b) 3

vii)

viii)

d) None of these

In PBIB design, pair of treatments i and j that occur together in the same block are called:
First Associates b) Second Associates c) Parameters of first kind d) None of these

Consider 26-2 design. Suppose we choose P=ABCE and e=46pp then the aliases for A
will be:

a) BCE,CDF,ABDEF b) BCE,CDF c) ABCE,ACDF d) None ofthese

ix) When the factors were analyzed according to their importance in the design, the following
design is useful:

a) Factorial b) Fractiond Replication c) Split Plot d) Incomplete Block Design

x) In..'........ Design, blocks do not contain full set of treatments in each and every block

c)7

b) Fractional Replication c) Split PIot d) Incomplete Blocka) Factorial

uestion Sheet onlv.
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Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

Q. No. 2. Write a short note on the following:
i. Advarrtages o I C lustcr Sanrpling
ii. CorlbinedReglessionBstintator
iii. Probability Proportional to Size Sanrpling
iv. Two-PhaseSarnpling.

Q. No. 3- In ratio estimator, shorv that tlre co-efllcient of variation
cqual.

(5x4=20)

of R, ?p, -Yo are all (0S)

Q. No. 4. In regression estirnator, show that thc leading term in bias of y1,. turss olt to be (07)

-(1 - f) De,(xi - X)2

" -sa-
Q. No.5. Calculate an expression for the optimunt value ol M. the size ol cluster, by, (0g)

using tlre cost lunction

L'-ctnM+c2tT
where C is the total cost of the survey.

I[ n units and m subunits frorn each clrosen unir are selected by sirnple (0?)

random sanrpling, prove that u(n -*ti *t!#tl is an unbiased

estimate of V$).

Q. No.6.
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Attemot this Paper on this

Q. No. l: Dncircle the correct oplion. (10)

L Thc is the ratio of the valiance olthe estirnate obtaincd frorn tlre (rnore complex)

sanrple to the variance of the estimate obtained frorn a Simple random sarnple of the same

nurnber of u n its.

2. Which of the tollowing will give a rlore "accurate" representation of the population

a sample has been taken?
A. A large sarrple based on the convenience sampling technique
B. A snrall sarnple based on sirnple random sarnpling
C. A large sarnple based on sirnple random sampling
D. A snrall oluster sanrple

3. The standard devialion of thc sarnpling distribution is called-------.
A. Sanrpling l3rror B. Standard Error

C. Response Error D. Non-response Error

4. Sarnpling Error is reduced by -----------.
A. reducing incornplete surveys B. increasrng rcsponse ratss

c. increasing tlrc sarrple size D. conducting callbacks.

5. Suppose that, in clus1cr.u,r,pii,.rg.sfr, r'epresents the variance within the clusters and sfr betweerr

clusters. What is thc rclation betu'een sfr and sfr ?

A. sfl - sl B. s,i, > sbz

C. s$ < sl I). None of the above

6. In ratio estinrator thc relation between !i and xi is straight line passes through

A. Origin B. X-axis C. Y-axis D. None of above.

from whioh

8.

9.

l0

In general the Ratio estimate has a bias of ordcr

CE
{n

It is hclpful lo Lrse a nrLrlti-stage olusler sanrple u,lren:
A.'fhe population is widely dispersed geographicalty.
R. Yor-r have lirniled tinre and rnorrey available for travelling.
C. You waril to use a probability sarnple in order to generalize the resuhs.

D. All of the above.
Non-resporrse in surveys rrrean:

A. Non-availability of rcspondcnt B. Non-return of questiorrnaire by the respondents

A. Design elfect
C. llegression estirnator

B. Ratio estimator
D. Efficiency

D. Allolthe abovc

B. Two-stage samPling
D. None of above.

A+
ft'

D.+
vn

s.1

C. I{eIuse to give inlbrrnation by the rcspondents
Dorrblc sarlpling is also called

A. 'lwo-phase sampling
C. Multistage sampling
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Q2.

D
ii)
iii)
ir)

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

Define the following:

Decomposition of a Matrix
Multivariate Normal Distribution
Generalized Variance
Data Matrix

(sx4:20)

If X denotes a (p x l) column vector of random variables, p is a column vector of constants
and x is a positive definite matrix then find the value of k such that

I r. , I
f (X) - kexpl -;(x-r.) r ,(x-r,) 

| is a pdf X. Atso find E(X ). (ott
I

Let W - W. (tf,U). ft C is any (px l) vector of constants, then shorv that

C'wC- o'f (f,6,).

Find the Spectral decomposition of the following matrix.

[,, -4 2J
l-q 13 -2
l-z -2 ro 

l

xnl

Q3.

Q4.

(06)

(08)

x3Q6. The random vector X,:[4 X2

mean vector p and

covariance matrix ,givenby: It-llsl
o=lro 

I'

L, r-]
Suppose yi = [4 Xr]andyi _lx,

X. I has a Multivariate Normal distribution with

[ro 4 4 41

- I 20 ro roi
L/-l II 20 rolttL zol

are the sub.vectors of X then lind

a) 
"('/r,) D.*(tfr,) (08)
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relationships among three or more variables?
a) Bivariate b) Multivariate c) Parametric d) Non-parametric

ii. A data recorded with 'p' variables on 'n' objects in array shape is known as:

a) Data Matrix bj covariance Matrix c) conelation Matrix d) None of these

iii. A relation between population covariance matrix and correlation matrix is?

a) P = DrED-I b) p=D-'x'D-' c) p - D X-'D d) None of these

iv. Let X bea p-dimensionalrandomvectorwith E(X)=p and cov(x)=x'Also A is anon-

zero matrix and b is a vector of constants then:

4 Cov(AX+b)=AX,A' b) Cov(AX+b):AEA'+b c) Cov(AX+b)= AE-'A' d)None ofthese'

v. The covariance matrix E contains 'p' variances and ,...covarinces.

. RollNo.

\ \

Attemnt this Paner on this uestion Sheet only.

Please encircle the correct ootion. Each MCO carries I Mark. This Paper will be collected
back after exnirv of time limit mentioned above.

el. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item'
(1xl0=10)

i. What type of statistical techniques focus upon and bring out the structure of simultaneous

Ia) ,plP+ t) b) lp@-r>
c) p(p +r) d) (p+i)

c) (n-t)r d) None of these

d) None of these

then BAB' is:

d) None of these

c) nE+M'M d) None of these

vi. A single numerical value used to describe the variation of E is called:

a) Sampie Variance b) Variance-Covariance c) Generalized Variance d) None of these

vii. Generalized Variance may be computed as:

viii. Wishart Distribution is a generalizati<ln of:

a) Normal Distribution b) t-distribution c) Chi-Square

ix. If A is \ (n,I*r) and IJ is a (q" p) matrix, such that BB': Io-o

a) W, (",I*r) b) \ (n,Io,u) c) w,(n,I,.o)

If A is Wr(n,E,M)then E(A)-
a) nE

b)lxl

b)nE+M
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SUBJECTIVE

Q.2. a) Find the mean and variance of Pareto distribution. (5)

b) lf Xt.X......Xn are 'n' independent r v's having exponential (5)

distribution having same parameter '0' i e 71x1 =l u-b
0

c) Find the pdf of I' = X + X., +......- Xn

lf f is a F distributed random variable with n & n, d.f then show that (5)

I .. \

\ . | ,'-' f i nas oeta distribution of frrst krnd' I, n- )

d) lf X is a random variable with p.d.f as (5)

-. I
I (x) =-

2
-l < -x < +l

Find the p.d.f of I'= X'

Q 3. Derive 7r distrbution. (10)

Q.4. Find the coeffrcrent of skewness and kurtosis of lognormal drstribution. (10)

Q.5. Let Xr and Xz be two independent standard normal variables. Then obtain (10)

the distribution ot Z = L.r.
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Q.1. Tick the correct option.

a) Probability distribution having shape of bell and in which values of mean lies
in center of probability distrlbution is classified as

i. conllnuousdisiribution
ii. normaldistribution
iir. discretedrstribution
iv. hyper geometric dtstribution

b) Successful life of product, tame, weight and height are classifred as

i. continuous random variable

ir. discrete random variable

iii. continuous waiting time variabie

iv. continuous hyper geometnc variable

c) Which of the following do the normal diskibution and the exponential density
function have in common?

i. both are bell-shaped
ii. both are symmetrical dislributions

iil. both approach zero as x approaches infinity
iv. all of the above are features common to both distributions

d) Which of the following statement is not true for an exponential distribution
with parameter A?

i. mean=1/A
ir. standard deviation = 1/A
iii. the distribution is completely determined once the value of tr is known
iv. the distribution is a two-parameter distribution srnce the mean and

standard deviation are equal

(10)

is referred to rectangular oistfloution.

i. Normal d stribution
ii Uniformd{stribution
iii. Weibulldistribution
iv. Lognormaldistribution

lf all values move towards one tail of a distribution then this scenano results
in

i. width of distribution

ii. height of distribution

iii. iengthening tail

iv. shorten ing tail

The Joint Cumulative Density Function (CDF)
i. ls a non-negative function
ii. ls a non-decreasing function of x & y planes

iii. ls always a contrnuous function in x y piane
iv All of the above
What is the value of an area under the conditional PDF ?
i Greater than '0' but less than '1'

ii. Greater than '1'

iii Equal to'1
iv. lnfinite
Which of the following distributions is suitable to measure the length of time
that elapses between the arrival of cars at a petrol station pump?
i. normal
ii. uniform.
iii Weibull
iv exponential

e)

s)

h)

F=
i.

ii

iii.

Square of t
Square root cf t
Cube of t
Cube rool of t
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Q.2. a) Find the final value of M for each of the following program segment (5)
if J =2,K=5.

ii) M=5i) M=5
lF (J.LT.K) then
J=J+5
M=M+3
lF (J.LT.8) then
M=M+10
ELSE
M=M+20
ENDIF

lvl =
tF (,rF (J.LT.K)
J=J+5

(J.LT.K) then
J=J+5
M=M+=M+3
ELSEIF (J.LT.8) then
M=M+10
ELSE
M=M+20
ENDIF

b) Find error if any in the following FTN statements.
i) 3.'14=Pl ii) X*Y=Z
iii) -K=I**2 iv) X=SQRT(A+B)
v) lF (X = Y) GOTO 100

c) Write a note on FTN worksheet

(5)

(5)

d) Write the following mathematical expression into Fodran (5)

expressions.

Sin -r , r e'ul
i) r-l^ - ii) el' 'r+x iii) 

-
' 

l)'l+10'\ z x+Y

Q.4. a) Write a FTN program to read in an integer n > 2 and determine if n (S+5)
is a prinre number

b) Write a FTN programme to find sum of the following series

2 4 6 .,\_l
T.,,.,............,3s7

e.5. a) Write a FTN which computers and print the sum of odd integers (6+4)
and also prints the product of even integers using Do-loop

b) Differentiate between conditional GoTo statement and computed
GoTo statement.

Q.5. a) Write a FTN program to calculate mean, variance and S.D of a set (5)

of N numbers (x1, x2, ......, xn).

b) Write a FTN program to calculate sum of the diagonal elements of (5)

a square matrix.
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back after exnirv of time limit mentioned Pbove.

Q.1. Tick the correct option. (10)

a) Suppose A=2.7, B = 3.5, J = 3and K=-2,thenthe value ol FTN statement
L=A+J*K"+2+Bwill be

i) 18
ii) 42 2

b) Suppose J = 3 and K = 5. The final value of J

rF (J - K) 10, 10, 20

10 J=K
20 J=J+2
is

i)5
iii) 20

c) F-specification is used for

i) Real number

iii) both 'a' and 'b'

d) To terminate a block lF statement, statement is used

i) END|F

iii) GoTo

lf x=2.0, a=2.0 and b=4.0

-y=a*x+b+*2/x
i) B0
iii) 12.0

" / " in FTN means

i) Skip one column

iii) Both a. and b.

ii) Continue

iv) STOP

what is the va lue of is

ii) 16.0

iv) 32.0

ii) Skip one row

iv) None of the abov:

,. Roll No.

where

UNIVERSITY OF THE PTINJAB
Sixth Semester - 201E

Examiuation: B.S. 4 Years Prosramme

iii)1 8.2
iv)None of the above

ii) 7

iv) 15

ii) lnteger numbers

iv) None of the abrve

e)

s)

h)

What is the purpose of 6th column in FTN worksheet

i) used for continuation of previous line

ii) just a jump label

iii) just a format label

iv) None bf the above

After compiling the FTN statement )'= c / d + a* x* *2 5 which operation is

performed first by computer

ln which column does the code start in FTN fixed forrnat

i)t
iii) +

i)6
iii) 1

ii) "
iv) "-

ii) I
iv) 7

If x=1.0, y=2.0 and w=3.0 the value of e =2.0(x(y - 3.0) - rr') will be

i) 12.0
iir) 34.0

ii) 16.0
iv) not determined cue to o FTN syntax

errot

Attemnt this Paper on this
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Q. No. 1: Encircte thc correct option.

),.

t.

A. It will be narrower
C. The sample size will increase

4. 'I'he estirnator which has the variance equal

A. Mean Sqr.rare Error
C. Population mean

As a general rule, researclters tend to

A.99%
C.50o/o

A. Independent
C. Conditionally dependent

engaging in hYPothesis testing?

A. The alternative hYPothesis

C. Both the alternative and null hypothesis

C. Neither biased nor unbiased

I 0. 'f he rrean of the sample tneans is

A. A biased estirnator of the population B. An unbiased estitnator of the population mean

t.

The 1 - a is the probability ol----'--------
A. 1-ype-l Error
C. Acceptance Region

---- is the Property bY which n'e

basis oI its variances.
A. Unbiasedness

B. Rejection Region

D. Type-ll Error
compare an estilnator with the other on the

B. Consistency

B. lt wilt not change
D. It will become wider

to ---------------------- is rnost efficient estirnator'

B. Cramer's Rao Lower bound

D. None of the above

C. Efficiency D. SufficiencY

what would happen (other things equal) to a confidence interval if you calculated a 99 percent

confidence interval ratlrer than a 95 percent confidence interval?

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

when the rcsearcher rejccts a true null hypothesis, a -------------- error occurs
' A. Type-l Error B' TYPe-II Error

C. Type-lll Error D' TYPe-B Error

The statistic whose cond itional distribution is --- of parameter is called

suffrc ient statistics.

use ----------- percent confidence intervals'

B.95Yo
D. None of above

B. Not independent
D. None of the above

Criteria to check a point estimator to be good are ----l------------------

A. Unbiasedness B ConsistencY

C. El'ficiencY D' All above

Which of the ftllowing is the researcher usually interested in supporting rvhen he or she is

B. The null hypothesis
D. Neither the alternative or null hypothesis

D. None of the above
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Attcmpt all questions.

Q. No. 2. Write a short notc on the following:
i. Wcal< and strong consistencY

ii. Regularityconditions
iii. Loss Functior.r

iv. Bayes Estimator

Q' No' 3' Let X1,X2,... ....,X6 is an identicatly independently distributed random sample

flrom normal distribution with mean ir and variance o2. Determine 'c' such that

c[(\ - X)' * (X, - X)'+ (Xs - X6)2] is an unbiased cstimator of o2.

(5 each)

Q' No' 4' Letyl 1lz 1"' < y,. denote the order statistic of a random sample X1,x2, ""x, (07)

from the distribution that has p.d.f

f(X;0) = s-(x-o) e<x<@, -oo(9(*m
Assutne n = 3 and sho*'that max(X1) is not a sufficient statistic for 0'

Q' No. 5' 
I I ,t , is a Minirnurn Variance Unbiased Estimator of r(g) with variance

and 11& T2 are any two unbiased estimators of t(0) with finite variances'

If either Tlor T, is minirnum variance estimator. Then show that correlation

eftlcient between TlandT2 is Erlz (where E' is the relative eftrciency

TratdT).

e. No.6. Show that if minimum variance estimator exists, it would essentially be unique

irrespective of whether any bound is attained.

(07)

(08)
vL

co-

of

(08)

PAPER: Statistical Inference-I Cfheory) TIME ALLOWED: 2 hrs. & 30 mins'

Course Code: STAT-401
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Q.2 Discuss the following.

(i) Properties of MLE of error variance in G.L Regression.

(ii) Stepwise regression

(iii) Gauss Markov's theorem

(iv) Functions of Econometrics

. 
(v) Restricted L.S. estimation

Q.3. For GL Regression y-= Xp + e, develop the testing
regression co-efficient (not all).

Q.4. Parameters of the model y - X P +. q follow the linear relations Rp - /_. Obtain least
square estimate of / under the given relation. Also find variance covariance matrix
of th6 derived estimators.

Q.!!, We are given the following calculations such that variables follow the relation

Y=00+$rXt+BrXr+e

n = \ tY.. - J, ,-.,,1 = 15., W, - 25, LY - 20, ,,Xi - 55, W3 = l2g,

XI2 = 108, W,Y * 76, LX^Y - 109, W,X" - 8l

Test the hypothesis that Co-efficient of X1 and X2 are equal in magnitude but opposite

in sign.

Q.6. lf thesamplevaluesof Xinthelinearmodel .l'-a + /lX +u, havezeromean, show

that the covariance of the least squares estimates of ct and B is zero.

(20)

procedure to test some (08)

(08)

(08)

(06)

_/-
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Q.1 . State whether the following statements are true, false or uncertain.

(i) OLS estimation requires that error variances are equal.

(ii) MLE of error variances is BLUE.

(iii) Total sum of squares follows Normal distribution.

(iv) Ridge regression estimates have smaller variances as compare to OLS

estimators.

For comparison of two error variances of G.L. regressions, CHOW test is

applied.

(vi) Restricted estimators are more efficient as compare to unrestricted

estimators.

(vii) Co-efficient of determination lies between -1 and +1.

(viii) Hn: p-g in S.L. Regression Y=a+pX+e can be tested by

ANOVA method.

(ix) For comparison of two G.L. regressions, chi-square test is applied.

(x) ln stepwise Regression, all the parameters are estimated at a time.

(10)

(v)

-.lt
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QuestionL. ObjectivePart

a. Fill in the Blanks

i. Let

int variable = 0;

variable i= 5
cout<< va riable %17;

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

output will be

Let

int varia ble ;

if(variable >10)

cout<< "i am good today";

else

cout<<" i am sick today"

output will be _ __

for(int i = 0; i<5;i-)
cout<<"wao";

How many time "Wao" will be printed output will be

After loop what is value of i output will be

iv. lf we have a function prototype as following:
int + prime( int );
name of function is

Choose rvhether following statement is true or false

i. Float can be added to integers

ii. function can call another function

iii. Union can act as if variable having different data-types

iv. (float) variable will make variable float

v. Accessing RAM rs faster as compared to Access of HardDisk

I.

t.

b.

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

.t
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Write short note of following

a. % of negative number

b. String

c. M a cros

d. break keyword

e. while loop vs do-while looP

Write code to implement following programs

a. Write a program to make calculator

( 7+9+7+7) Marks

b. Write a function that inputs array of 50 integers and return their mean and sum using

structure

c. Write code to check whether a number is even or odd

d. Write a code to find length of string

(20) MarksQuestion2.

Question3.

_-r
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i.

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only,

OBJECTIVE

Select the suitable ?oSWe[:

Research is

.

a) A lab experiment
b) A report
c) A systematic Enquiry
d) A procedure

When Ranks are assigned to objects based on their properties or
characteristics then the level of measurement is described as

a) Ordinal measurement
b) Nominalmeasurement
c) Ratio measurement
d) interval measurement

iir. .. Which of the following is not an essential element of report writing?
a) Research Methodology
b) Reference
c) Conclusion
d) None ofthe above

Which of the following is non-probability sampling?
a) Snowball
b) Random
c) Cluster
d) Stratified

You wish to make precise estimate about the characteristics of a
population of individuals. You should use

a) Quota Sampling
b) Probability Sampling
c) Accidental Sampling
d) snowball Sampling

lv.

(P.r.o.)

-J



vi. Statistics is used by researchers to
a) Analyze the empiricaldata collected in a study
b) Operationally defines their varialbes
c) Ensure the study comes out the way it was intended

vii. A literature review is based on the assumption that
a) Copy from the work of others
b) Knowledge accumulates and learns from the work of others
c) Knowledge dis accumulates
d) None ofthe above

viii. Which of the following is not a major method of data collection
a) Questionnaires
b) Focus groups
c) Correlation method
d) Secondary data

ix. Question that consists of two or more questions joined together is called a:
a) Double barreled question
b) Generalquestion
c) Accurate question
d) Confusing question

x. The number of questionnaires returned or completed divided by the total
number of eligible people who were contacted or asked to participate in the
survey is called the

a) Response rate
b) Participation rate
c) lnflation rate
d) Exchange rate
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SUBJECTIVE

Q1 Write short notes on
a) Stratified sampling
b) Measurement error
c) Processing of survey data
d) Types of data collection

Q2. What is a questionnaire? Which factors should be considered in
questionnaire? Explain in detail.

Q3. Define Scales and its types. Also explain different tupes of rating
at least two examples each.

(20)

designing of a (1s)

scales by giving (15)
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Note: Attempt all questions.

Question No.2. Describe the following. (5x4=20)

a) Derive the condition of stationarity for an AR( I ) process.

b) Define autocorrelation and write down the properties of autocorrelation coefficient.
c) Find autocorrelation function of MA(2) process given by Yt = Zt + 0.7Zt-t - 0.22t-z .

d) Show that for an ARMA(p, q) process, A@) pp: 0 ; for k> q * 1, where q is the order

of MA component.

Question No.3. a) "l'he hrst ten sample autocorelation coefficients of 400 random numbers are

given below; ( 05 )

K 3 516
f;, 0.05 -0.09 0.08

--onifo.o o.t2

Is there any evidence of non-randomness? Give reasons for your ans\r.rer.

b) Define Seasonal ARIMA model, w'rite down the model for SAzuMA ( 1,0,1)x (0,O,2)6 ( 05 )

Question No, 4. Show that the ACF of the following AR(2) stationary process ( 10 )

Xt = Xt-t _ lxr., + z,

is given by,

pr = (i\t*' lcrrf +isi"fl
Question No. 5. A time series model is given below ,

Xt:O'6Xt t*Zr-O'72.-r

; f or K = 0, *1, +2,+3, ....

(10)

a) Identify the model.
b) Check stationarity and invertibility of the model.
c) Obtain first three V/ -weights of the model when expressed as an MA model.

d) Obtain first three zr - weights of the model when expressed as an AR model.

-.,l
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Question No.l. Four options are given against each statement, encircle the correct option.

1) What does autocovariance measure?

( r0xl )

a) Linear dependence between multiple points on the different series observed at different times
b) Quadratic dependence between two points on the same series observed at different times
c) Linear dependence between two points on different series observed at same time ,

d) Linear dependence between two points on the same series observed at different times

2) Consider the following AR(l) model with the disturbances having zero mean and unit variance.

Yt: 0.4 + 0.2Yt_1 * Zr.Yariance of I, will be.

a) 1.042

b) 1.442

c) 1.202

d)2

3) Second differencing in time series can help to eliminate which trend?

a) Quadratic trend
b) [,inear trend

c) Both a) & b)
d) None ofthe above

4) Which of the following process is stationary?

a) An MA(l) process with 0 = -1.4
b) fr = 12.3 + L.2YF1 + Zt
c) (1- 0.28)L - (1- o.sB)zt
d) Bottr a) & c)

5) Which statement about AR(2) process is always true?

a) The process is invertible
b) The process is stationary
c) The theoretical ACF pp = 0, for all K>2
d) The theoretical PACF pxx decays exponentially or according to a sinusoidal pattem.

P.T.O.



6) In the acronym "SARIMA," what does the ,.S,'stands for?

a) Seasonal

c) Special

7) What is the name of the process defined by,

(l + 0.6BXl-B)yr = (1 - 0. sr)zZt

a) ARIMA(L,I,2)

c) ARIMA(L,Z,L)

8) Square root transformations are usually applied to,

a) Stabilize Mean

c) Remove Trend

b) Stationary

d) Specified

b) ARrMA(2,7,1)

d) None ofthe above

b) Stabilize variance

c) None ofthe above.

9) under normality, what is a valid interpretation of the partial autocorrelation ppp?

a) It measures the auto correlation in the data yr,yz, ... ,yn after taking kth differences

b) It equals the variance of the large-sample distribution of 4
c) It is the correlation of the first k residuals in an ARIMA model fit

d) It is the correlation between Ys &Ys-p,after removing the linear effects of variables

between Yt &\-k

10) The first difference ofa Random walk process results as,

a) An invertible MA process

b) A stationary AR process.

c) A purely random process.

d) None ofthe above.
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OBJECTIVE

Q.1 Tick the correct answer for the following multiple choice questions.

|'Theobjectivefunctioninstochasticmodelhave
a. Fixed b. random c. control d. both a and b

ll The decision variables controlled by the decision maker also known as
a Dependent b. lndependent c, unknown d. both a and b

lll The physical models are used in operation research for
a. Manipulation b. prediction c. graphical representation d. extent of generality

lV Flight simulators are used by airlines to train pilot in operation research by the following
m odel.

a. Analogue model b. physical model c, iconic models d. both b and c

V. Preparation of flood action plan is an example of practical problem in

a. Operation research b. Desrgn of experiment c. Optimization
d. Computer simulation model

Vl. ln simplex method, slack, surplus and artificial variables are restricted to be

a. multiplied
b. negalive
c. non-negative
d divided

Vll. in slmplex method, feasible basic solution must satisfy the
a. non-negativityconstraint
b. negativityconstraint
c. basrc constraint
d. common constraint

Vlll. According to algebra of simplex method, slack variables are assigned
zero coefficients because

a. no contribution in objective function
b high contribution in objective function
o divisor contribution in objective function
d. base contribution in objective function

lX. ln linear programming, most popular non-graphical procedure is classifieo as
a. linear procedure
b. non-graphical procedure
c graphical procedure
d. simplex method

X. ln linear programming problems, set
consists of
a. slack and real variables
b slack and artificial variables
c. departing basic variable
d. departing non basic variable

of basic variables which are appeared in linear problem
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a. Objective tirnction
b. Decision variable
c. Uncontrollable variables.
d. Constraints
e. Deten.ninisticr-nodel

Q.3 TIte cut-Right knife cornpany sells sets olkitchen knives. The Basic Set consists of 2
utility knives and I chef-s knil'e. Thc Regular Set consisrs of 2 utility knives and 1

chef's l<nif'e and I bread knife.'[he Deluxe Set consists of 3 utility l<nives, I chef s

knife and I bread knil'e. Their profit is S30 on Basic Set. $40 on a Ilegular Set, and
lli60 on a l)e luxe Set. fhe lzrctoly has on hancl 800 utility l<nives. 400 chels knives
and 200 brcad l<nives. Assuming all sets are sold, hou,nrarry ol'set shor-ild bc sold to

Attempt this Poper on Separute Answer Sheet provided,

Q.2 Ans'wcr briclh'and lo the point, clch short tlucstiolr crrr), four marks.

rnaximize the profit. What is the maximum profit?

Q.4 Give a graphical soh-rtion for the following problern.

Maximize Z=80Xr+100X2

Subject to Xi2X2<720' 5X1+4ar< 136p. 3X1+ar< 996.

Q.5 Provide simplex solution to following progr.arn.

a) Minimize: cost: 4Xl+5X2
Subject to Xft2X2> 2.7

3Xr+X2 >75

xt>0, x1>0

i,) Maxirrrize: L-3Xi2X2
With Xi2Xz16

2X1't;r'< 3
-X1+2X2< I
Xz12
Xr, X2> 0

(20)

(10)

(10)

X1, X2 >o

(r0)


